
September 25, 2006 
 
Balls 
 
I am hearing from those of you who like and understand the "Root Ball" analogy for what 
I am doing here.   
 
You totally get it, that this problem started a long time ago, and that silence, denial and 
apathy are the ground cover that has not only kept this evil from being a social topic, a 
political topic, but that has also allowed it to grow.  Grow to the point that it touches, 
directly or indirectly, everyone out there.  That continuing down the path of denial, trying 
to ignore it, is no longer an option. 
 
What I hope others to see, those many, many readers from outside of the Spirit Lake rez, 
other rezzes, people in towns, cities, countryside, what I want all of them to see, is that 
this same Root Ball has reached in and touched their lives, directly, or indirectly, as well.  
 
This level of corruption, Government funded and enforced corruption, has a detrimental 
effect on all our lives, whether we know it or not.   
 
"Where did all those drugs come from?" 
 
"How do corrupt politicians stay in power?" 
 
"Why is there so much crime and why is it getting worse?" 
 
Those would be good questions for people throughout Turtle Island/North America, to 
start asking.  
 
And before your brains shut down with the next flurry of mindless commercials and tech 
toys dazzle you into bankruptcy, and you want to shrug it off as too big to be dealt with; I 
want you to think of where and how you can deal with it.   
 
Bite Size 
 
Instead of looking at the Tsunami of crime, corruption and lack of response from those 
who are supposed to be serving the public, and feeling like nothing being ground up by 
something so big you can't put a face to it; instead of giving up without a fight, look at 
where all change begins: within. 
 
Change what you can and whom you can.  Change you.  Change your attitude.  Stop 
going along with the prevailing breezes about this person, that person, this religion, that 
race.  Think for yourself with your own mind.  That mind was a gift from God, along 
with the heartbeat that we all need to sustain our grip on this earth.  Use the mind! 
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Examine what prejudices you have and how you got them.  Rethink and retool the brain 
and the mind and the logic, using common sense.   
 
Now, once the mind is open, the heartbeat is stronger and we can come together to stand 
up and say what we know is true.  And we can learn about more true things as we go 
along because we will not backslide into that mindless chant that "Nothing I can do, so 
forget it." We can come together.  We were designed to come together. 
 
None of us can do it all.  Hey, even Jesus Christ, son of God could not do it all on his 
own.  That is how big the battle is.  You, me, all of us, we each and every have to do our 
part to make it change.  We must start within.  We must rebuild in earnest. 
 
It is not for us we do this, but for the children and their children.  If we fail, if we allow 
ourselves distraction, give up before our last breath has been extinguished, we rob the 
children of their potential in a better world than what we have now.  We leave them a bad 
situation only getting worse.  And we give them nothing upon which to build a better life 
for themselves or their children. 
 
Any Changes In Their Cages 
 
Zoo animals resent their confinement, but they adapt.  They put up less and less 
resistance to their captivity.  They are "controlled" because their minds no longer dream 
of the Savannah, the rivers wild, the mountains or the misty jungles from which the were 
taken.  Their offspring don't know anything other than captivity. They are dreamless 
except for the toys and dead food they get tossed to them at regular intervals by well-
intended, knowlegeable keepers. 
 
The one thing that disturbs them the most at this stage and stresses them out incredibly, is 
when there are any changes to their cages.  Even if the change is a bigger, cleaner, 
healthier cage, they are suspicious.  They resist to a certain degree and have to be coaxed, 
even shoved out into the new environment.   
 
They are suspicious because they know that their captivity is unnatural and wrong.  Even 
if they don't know what "right" is, because they were born into captivity, they know 
captivity is wrong. 
 
Some can never adapt to freedom in the wilds again and must exist forever in captivity.   
 
Someone comes along and tries to "Free Willy" --it does not go as planned.  Willie is 
totally lacking confidence in himself as a whale (sure you all remember that one) and he 
seeks out his captors, or anyone that could be a captor, as a friend and eventually dies of 
loneliness. 
 
I think he behaved this way because he forgot the stories.  He had no one around to tell 
him the stories of how Whales were the Monarchs of the Sea. 
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The politics of the captivity of groups is worse.  Sometimes they get leaders, but that 
leader gets old, frail, and the young bloods vie for the top spot.  They want the power and 
they don't remember the stories, and they take over.   
 
Those animals, if they are ever released into the wilds, cannot survive.  Nor is their 
captivity life span as long as was the previous leaders.  It is because they don't know the 
stories of how they survived hard times long time ago.  All they know is power, jealousy, 
fighting, and eating until they are in a stupor.   
 
(No, this is not all Zoos so hold the emails on that one, will ya?) 
 
A New Kind of Hard Time 
 
As people we are born into societies, not into solitude.  We must find a way to function 
and survive together.  Especially during the hard times!  
 
Indian People have survived hard times in the past.  They survived the Ice Age, climate 
forced migrations, famines and droughts.  There were wars, skirmishes, raids, peace-
making, sharing and cooperating skills among the people that put bad times in the past 
and survival, strong survival in the future.  
 
But what happened after Contact was a new kind of "hard time", and there were no 
stories of people surviving such mistreatments, and they had to find a way to do it on 
their own, while being treated like animals in captivity. 
 
Forced to leave their lands, their homes, families, languages and beliefs, all under the 
control of the Government that wanted them extinguished from the map. Or, failing that, 
"assimilation" because their differences were so different, they were viewed as a threat.  
Not from attack, but more from people thinking they knew what they were doing and 
following those ways instead of the ways they brought with them. 
 
They were not extinguished.  Assimilation was a failure. There were those among the 
invaders that saw that what was happening was wrong, and against the will of God and 
against the Intention of Good People who had no clue what was really happening. 
 
Those who refused to go along with the extermination, those who spoke out against it, 
were erased by those who control the ink of Historical Data.  They gained nothing in this 
world while their counterparts became wealthy, famous, legends!  But they died having 
done their part to stand up against the rising tide of inhumanity that was upon us all.   
 
Silent Glory is no glory some say.  But I say it is rewarded in the Eye of God when each 
of us finds our time to stand and declare what this life, this gift of life we were given, was 
used for in our brief time. 
 
I tell you that these hard times, the dark times all these generations, have not extinguished 
the Indian People.  Rather, they have kept a spark of dignity alive and passed it one to the 
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next.  Some of those lights are stomped out, some are drowned, but there is still a spark 
here and there and the evil that has, for oh so long, wanted you to think suspicious of any 
life without them as your captors, are trembling in fear that spark will become a blaze of 
right thinking, right action and surround them. 
 
Apathy and Denial are what they want you to eat.  They will give you a little more this or 
that if you just refuse to see what they are doing, refuse to speak out against it, refuse to 
stand up to it.  
 
They want you fattened and sluggish on drugs, alcohol and abuse.  They need you to keep 
your light dimmed so that it is easier for them to blow you out.  They need for you to let 
them hurt you. They fear you when you don't let them hurt you. 
 
Each of you, in yourself, in your family, must decide what you do about what they do.  
You must decide to clean up your life and join those in your community who have kept 
clean, and share the light and the spark of life and allow it to grow. 
 
Shine 
 
The evil cannot stop you if you decide you will shine. 
 
An entire room can be pitch black and you think it is bigger than you.  Light one candle, 
just one, and the darkness flees.  What is more, others who were lost or afraid in the 
darkness, can see the light. 
 
Work now and there will be stories of the hard times and how, after 7 generations, they 
were overcome and the dignity was restored, the light to show the way to others was set 
free in the land. 
 
I know I make you uncomfortable.  I know that the evil I expose has touched most of you 
in one way or another. I start tugging on the vines of poison and you feel the pain coming 
closer to you and yours.  You want it gone, but you cannot conceive of life without it.  
 
You think that if I just go away, everything will be okay.  It was not okay before I got 
here, and it will not be okay after I am gone, unless you do something to make it better, to 
heal your wounded spirit and be strong in your dignity. 
 
I know you think I judge you, but I don't.  You judge yourself and you do not like what 
you see.  Your anger is misdirected and unnecessary.  Use your energy to heal the 
wounds created where the evil touched you.   
 
I know you think that I ruin your family's good name.  I do not.  No family that hides it's 
corruption or bullies others into not speaking of their wrongs, has a name worth 
protecting.  Only the good name that is earned by those who have helped others, 
transformed and redeemed their own, are worth having.  I cannot damage those names.  
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No one can.  They shine in the light from within and all who see it, whether they want to 
or not, recognize it.  
 
Just having that name in your family means nothing if you stain it.  Each of us carries a 
good name.  We carry our own.  That is the only name that rises or falls on our deeds and 
misdeeds. 
 
My name, along with so many others, will disappear in history.  And it should.  I am only 
the narrator of your work, and it is your work that will be remembered, retold in stories 
over and over again.  Stories that will remind each generation of vigilance, courage, 
spiritual integrity and the price of failing to abide in vigilant peace. 
 
Okay, sermon over.   
 
You know where to find me! 
 
~Cat 


